
 
 
 

Maximize the Power of Motion Sizer  
 
Read on to get the most out of Parker’s popular motor sizing software. 
 
By Brian Sennello 
Parker Applications Engineer 
 
Choosing the correct motor-and-drive combination  
is one of the most complicated steps in specifying  
a new motion application; complex systems may  
require many hours of intricate computations.   
Parker’s Windows-based motor sizing software,  
Motion Sizer™, assists you with such tedious  
calculations as inertia, gear/belt reduction ratios,  
leadscrew efficiency and temperature.  In moments  
you have the right selection for your application.   
 
Use these suggestions to take full advantage of  
Parker Motion Sizer: 
 
• Choose your units of measurement at the very       
 beginning.  This will prevent having to change      
 units later on, as well as possible conversion      
 errors. 
• When loading a saved file, remember that Safety Factors are not stored within the saved file – 

they are set within Motion Sizer.  For this reason, it’s a good idea to reset them to the 
defaults whenever you start a new file.  (Safety factors are accessed via the Motor Selection 
screen.) 

• When modeling a hollow disc, use the “Coupling” mechanism.  This can also be good for 
modeling a system where all the weight is assumed to be on the outside circumference. 

• To model vertical loads (for example, on a leadscrew or belt), change Angle to +90.  Positive 
motion will then be directed upward. 

• Use “Thrust Forces” to model a constant longitudinal load on a system (anything that pushes with 
or against the direction of motion).  You can furthermore use the checkboxes in the 
“Velocity Profile” screen to control when these forces are applied.   

• For high- or low-temperature applications, adjust the Ambient Temperature on the Motor 
Selection screen.  If you have already selected a motor, hit the Calculate button again to see 
if your motor can still perform at the new temperature. 

• After selecting a motor, the words “Torque?” or “Gearbox?” may appear in the Results box to the 
left of each motor.  “Torque?” means that the motor selected has more than three times the 
continuous and peak torques required for your application: a smaller motor may be used.  



“Gearbox?” signifies that the load-to-rotor inertia ratio exceeds the “Warn at…” value 
specified under Safety Factors.  You should consider using a gearbox to help reduce the 
inertia ratio. (An ideal inertia ratio is 1:1) 

 
Example 
 
A vertical press has a 100-kg mass that rams into the product at 10m/s, and must maintain a force of 
1000N for at least one second.  Travel distance is 2m. 
 
1. First, change units to Metric, and select the units you want to use (e.g., mm or m, N or kg).   
2. On the Axis Design screen, select your linear actuator of choice (belt, rack-and-pinion, etc.). 

Change Angle to 270°, since positive motion will be downward.  Enter Thrust Forces of 
1000N, and all other mechanical data.  For Load Parameters, select Weight Only and enter 
100kg.   

3. Next, go to Velocity Profile and enter the parameters for the first stage of motion (the 
acceleration):  Final velocity=10m/s, Distance=2m.  Uncheck the Thrust Forces Applied box, 
and check the Load Weight Applied box. 

4. For the second stage (the ramming stage), we don’t care what the speed is, only that 1000N of 
force is applied.  Since speed is not an issue, make Final Velocity the same as Initial Velocity 
(thus requiring zero accel/decel torque).  Distance also does not matter, as the controller will 
be set to ignore position error.  Enter in 1s as Duration.  Then, make sure both Load Weight 
and Thrust Forces are applied (checked). 

5. The next stage is deceleration.  In reality, this will already have happened; so, to avoid 
modeling any forces that won't really be there, adjust decel time and the Load Weight / Thrust 
Force checkboxes to make the calculated force for that segment roughly 0.  

6. Finally, enter the parameters for the trip back up.  Be sure to use negative distances and 
velocities for any upward motion! 

7. Go to the Motor Selection screen, choose your safety factors, and hit Auto-Select.  Once you 
double-click to select a motor, you can view a full report of your chosen motor’s performance 
– including speed/torque curves – by clicking on Report Generator or Performance Curves. 

 
 
Don’t already have Parker’s Motion Sizer?  You may order the free CD or download updated 
versions of the software from http://www.parkermotion.com/sizing. 
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